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Modern World History Answers
The long-running series in which readers answer other readers questions on subjects ranging from trivial flights of fancy to profound scientific and philosophical concepts ...

Readers reply: which monarchs would have lived longer if modern medicine had been available?
Best-selling author Simon Winchester writes a magnificent history of the pioneering engineers who developed precision machinery to allow us to see as far as the moon and as close as the Higgs boson.

Exactly: How Precision Engineers Created the Modern World
As we get to the end of the year, It may be pertinent to remind everyone to get their 12,022 calendars before they sell ...

The Holocene Calendar more aptly depicts human history
If we asked "Where is London's oldest surviving station?", how would you answer? Probably not "Mitcham". The epic viaduct route between London Bridge and Greenwich is usually deemed to be the city's ...

Is The World's Oldest Railway Station In Mitcham, South London?
There s much from this seemingly never-ending pandemic we never want to see again. Mobile morgues in El Paso. Postponed weddings. Virtual funerals. The squeaks of tennis shoes the only sound in ...

Editorial: National pandemic commission will provide answers, save lives
"This inquiry isn't about protecting your jobs, reputations or your uniform. We understand the sheer panic you were faced with that night but until you admit those failings how can there be a positive ...

Trapped in anger and grief the parents of Saffie-Rose Roussos want answers not excuses
There s a secret world of lakes, white villages and rocky mountain highs in the Guadalhorce hills behind the Costa del Sol, writes Jon Clarke ...

Discover one of Spain s best kept secrets: The Guadalhorce Valley, Andalucia s answer to the Lake District
Penis-shortening devices that alleviate painful sex are on the rise, but their history stretches back centuries.

Penis-shortening bumpers make a comeback after being lost to history
Trump or Biden? In other words, perhaps Trump was really the first of his kind while the moderate Biden is in fact the last of his? Trump

s impressive sticking power and his stranglehold on a ...

Who is the outlier, Trump or Biden? The answer means much to the world
As a young black writer, I feared being pigeonholed as a race reporter . Now I see my role as vital to the national narrative ...

Community reporting: These stories are at the heart of modern Britain
There is a quote by artist and professor Joan Semmel that says, …if there are no great celebrated women artists, that

s because the powers have not been celebrating them, but not because they are not ...

It s A Man s World: Exploring the Double Lives of Arab Men Through Art
And spending on infrastructure as a fraction of the economy has shrunk, giving local agencies less experience in modern practices. On Honolulu

s rapid-transit project, there were

problems with ...

Why Spending More Money Isn t the Answer on Infrastructure
New York's "gigafortnight" sales of the Cox and Macklowe collections showed there is still a market for classics̶even while a Beeple sells for $29m to a tweeting tech entrepreneur ...

Can an art market wild about young 'red-chip' artists and NFTs still value blue-chip, white male masters? Answer: Yes, for now
Tough Formula One. Question by author andyking. British Racing Green has been a traditional colour throughout the history of Formula 1. From Quiz: Motor Racing at its Best. Question by author bart.

Formula 1 Grand Prix : Questions and Answers
I m interviewing fascinating people in our community, nation and around the world! The idea came from a Facebook commenter who saw a video of me and my family floating down the river in Island Park.

Toy expert Laurie Schacht answers 7 Questions with Emmy
Being an advocate for justice was never Cody McConnell's dream ̶ being a dad was. That all changed when his son and fiancée were killed in Hinton earlier this year.

Family seeks answers, change in wake of Hinton murders: Never going to be the same person again
The field of artificial intelligence is growing rapidly world-wide. It is predicted that in the nearest future it will take up a significant proportion of our economies. The United States, China and ...

Will Lithuania become one of the world leaders in artificial intelligence?
Bruce Arena, the most successful American soccer coach in history, forges tight bonds with his teams and inspires them to fight for each other.
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